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verview
The Certificate is a program led by prominent academics, in-house counsels and practitioners and is aimed at providing theoretical and practical insights, including interactive workshops, about investment and commercial arbitration.

Certificate’s class of 2017

One of the Certificate’s lectures

Certificate’s class of 2018

The Certificate is structured in five days of lectures covering the arbitration’s foundations,
the arbitration agreement, the arbitral tribunal, the proceedings and the arbitral award.
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The foundations of arbitration
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The arbitral tribunal

The arbitration agreement

hursday
Arbitration proceedings

riday
The arbitral award

... But the Certificate is more than just classes! Our Networking Activities provide the unique
opportunity to meet and interact with the Italian arbitration community and with leading international arbitration players.

Participants and speakers enjoying
a reception kindly offered by Cleary
Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton

Snapshots taken at the Certificate 2018 closing party &
charity event: “We Law Music”, held at Chorus Café
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Here follows a list of the lecturers who contributed, over the last five years, with their
expertise and their interesting classes, to the success of the Certificate.
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ea ryeziu
Lawyer, Arbitrator at the Kosovo Permanent Tribunal of Arbitration, Prishtine, Kosovo
With the aim of further advancing my professional knowledge in the field of arbitration,
with a specific focus on investment arbitration, I attended the 2018th edition of the
Certificate in International Commercial and Investment Arbitration. What I found most
rewarding about this experience is the in-depth knowledge gained on key material
and procedural matters to be taken into account during an arbitral proceeding, so
as to ensure an enforceable award. The vastly qualified, experienced and welcoming
panelists created an advanced learning environment, which has undoubtedly aided
me in my professional path. A single week’s worth of sessions is easily comparable to
a whole semester of an LL.M. degree. The staff of Roma Tre is also surprisingly friendly
and humble. Thus, I would highly recommend this Certification program, primarily for
its substantial teachings, but also for the wonderful networking opportunity it offers
with fellow arbitration practitioners, students and future colleagues around the world.

chike

harles munna

Lawyer, Founder of Achike Umunna & Associates, Lagos, Nigeria
I am delighted to share my experience from the 2018 international arbitration certificate
program. The content of the program was comprehensive and up to date. The
management team, guest speakers and commentators were wonderful knowledgeable
and had enormous theoretical and practical experiences. The participants were
equally friendly and wonderful. We shared experiences from various countries and
had the opportunity to socialize and interact with one another. Arbitration in my own
country Nigeria is very much influenced from the common law perspective. The British
chartered institute for arbitration has a strong presence and relationship with Nigeria.
It was very interesting for me to see arbitration from the Italian and other civil law
jurisdiction perspectives. The certificate program was simple, comprehensive and
up to date with new introductions to international arbitration UNIDROIT principles on
international arbitration. The certificate program was a good critique on international
arbitration from developed and developing countries perspectives. I look forward to
better cooperation between Roma Tre University and arbitration organization in Africa.

ax lüher
Research Associate at Seven Summits Arbitration, Bayreuth, Germany
I attended the Certificate in International Commercial and Investment Arbitration in
2017.
Going to Rome, gaining a deep insight into arbitration, learning from leading individuals
of the field of arbitration and enjoying a great exchange of ideas with participants from
all over the world. To you this sounds to be possible only in a dream? Think again! The
outstandingly well-organized Certificate’s program follows a thought-out structure:
understand the basics, then go into detail and connect the dots. Leading academics
and practitioners of the Italian and worldwide arbitration scene provide not only the
foundations for the understanding of the functioning of arbitration. Moreover, without
exceptions, they give a deep insight into their daily work, experience and track record.
This valuable inside view of the world of arbitration combined with exclusive side
events and fellow participants from all over the world with multifaceted professional
backgrounds make this experience a one of a kind.

rakash asaily
Lawyer, Thimphu, Bhutan
I participated in the 2018 edition of the “Certificate in International Commercial and
Investment Arbitration”, and have to acknowledge the well-framed contents of the
course, able to meet the taste of international practitioners. A heart-felt thanks goes
to the organizers. Arbitrators need not have law degree to arbitrate disputes, but this
course. This is because the course offers technical preparation and provides the skills
to handle any type of arbitration. I encourage all law and non-law degree holders
to participate and reap the fruits of the work done by Roma Tre University and the
panelists involved in the course.
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ilani

Associate at SCWP Schindhelm, Vienna, Austria
I attended the Certificate in International Commercial and Investment Arbitration in
2018 and I am delighted to share my personal experience. For me it was not only a
unique opportunity to gain further knowledge in the field of International Arbitration
but also to spend a wonderful week in the terrific city of Rome. The course curriculum
was excellent and the panels were composed of true experts in the relevant areas,
who had also exceptional teaching skills. In the mornings, we mostly had theoretical
lessons that were always well prepared. These lessons gave us the knowledge we
needed for the debates in the afternoon. Especially as a young practitioner this
combination of theoretical and practical learning methods was the best part, because
it gave us a good picture of what the daily work in the field of International Arbitration
might look like. Moreover, the faculty organized various visits to local Arbitration law
firms as well as events at the most amazing locations in Rome. The other participants
were basically from all over the world and the group consisted of a well-balanced
mixture of law school graduates and legal practitioners. To summarize, the program
was simply amazing as there were great academic courses coupled with fantastic
management and social networking. I can highly recommend the Certificate to anyone
who is interested in learning more about International Arbitration, whether you are a
beginner or a professional.
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omoglio

Lawyer, Arbitrator, and Researcher, Italy
I attended the Certificate in International Commercial and Investment Arbitration in
2018. How to describe my experience? Few words are needed: outstanding and amazing.
First of all, the Certificate is very well structured: it’s a one week crash course in which
leading academics and practitioners, from all over the world, share their experience and
their tricks in the field of international arbitration. Secondly, it is a great opportunity to
interact with the other partecipants, lawyers and academics from several countries, in
a friendly way. Last, but not least, the staff: they make you feel like at home. Reading
the programme of the Certificate one could be doubtful: so many interesting topics, so
many outstanding practicioners… over all in Rome… How is it possible? In fact, I was; but,
I did not have to be: the Certificate is exactly like it seems.
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iri rabovsky
Attorney-at-law, Prague, Czech Republic
I participated in the 4th edition of the Arbitration certificate in the year 2017.
Considering the fact that Roma Tre University organizes this event, I expected a
certain quality of the lectures and I was prepared for more academic discussion than
a practical one. What we eventually received was extraordinary… and far more that was
my expectation… First, amazing faculty, both Italian and international experts. Second,
great selection of the topics, covering many important aspects of international
arbitration. Third, there was very interesting mix of the participants, from students to
experienced lawyers (often already active in the field of arbitrations). Next, fantastic
organization of the course, all lectures on time, quite a lot of space for socializing
during breaks, lunches and evening (official and unofficial) events. Last but not least,
nice environment of the Rome Tre University and UNIDROIT. I can recommend this
event to everyone who is active or is about to be active in arbitrations and who wants
to spend one week with the professionals in the field in the beautiful city of Rome.

icola oni
Lawyer and Co-founder at Laward – Avvocati Associati
I attended the Certificate in International Commercial and Investment Arbitration in
the 4th edition, held in September, 2017. The course was structured in five days during
which many high-skillful professionals and experts, coming from all over the world,
dealt with, explained and deepened the most important issues of the international
arbitration in a really interesting manner. All the lecturers were really well-prepared and
helpful in answering to participants’ questions.
Participating at the Certificate was a really positive experience for me, because not
only I had the chance to improve my knowledge on arbitration and to become aware
about some particular aspects concerning contractual strategy and choices, but I
also met many fantastic people coming from around fifteen different countries with
their own experience and background, with the consequent important opportunity to
compare myself to the other participants and to get possible business relationships
and new friendships.
I absolutely recommend the Certificate and I think that it may be suitable both for law
students and legal practitioners who are interested in arbitration and wish to gain or
deepen their knowledge and skills in this wide field.

iulia toppani
Trainee Lawyer
I attended the Certificate in International Commercial and Investment Arbitration in 2017.
Back from a studying and working experience in Paris, I was looking for a theoretical
and practical program in international arbitration in my hometown, Rome.
I found the Certificate well structured and rich: academics, international law firm
practitioners and in house professionals imparting and sharing their knowledge in a
very clear and dynamic way. All the speakers were really well prepared in arbitration:
they convinced me! The other participants and I built a team really quickly thanks to
the different activities, and today we are still in touch. What’s more the environment
and the social moments were really pleasant and detailed. In Rome, this program is
The arbitration Certificate.
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alentina aienza
Trainee Lawyer at Studio Legale Rubini
I participated in the second edition of the Certificate in International Commercial and
Investment Arbitration and it really lived up to my (high) expectations. The course
was structured in five days and it covered the main aspects of arbitration. The
lecturers were international leading academics and practitioners, so that we got the
chance to have a 360° perspective on both theoretical and practical issues related
to international arbitration. The composition of the participants’ group, students and
practitioners coming from all over the world, also contributed to the success of the
course, with interesting debates arising from different point of views. Last but not
least, the social events scheduled during the five days were a great opportunity of
networking with the “international arbitration club”.

ukas nnerebner
Associate at Legance – Avvocati Associati
My experience with the Certificate was splendid. During the five days a great many of
well-known and very well prepared experts from all over the world covered skillfully
many big issues and in a short period of time. The practice-oriented lectures were
very interesting, instructional and offered the possibility to learn from experience. The
lecturers fed us with both substantial and in-depth knowledge and involved us also
in stimulating case studies. Thanks to a well-balanced composition of participants
we had some interesting and focused discussions and exchanges. It needs to be
underlined that the lecturers were always available and more than glad to answer our
questions. I would like to thank the coordinators and the whole team for the great
course you have provided. While the Certificate was limited in time, friendships and
social networks still remain.

lga arban
Lawyer
I attended the Certificate in international commercial and investment arbitration in
September, 2015. It was a fascinating event! In their lectures, speakers gave highly
professional and very detailed information. As part of the program, participants
had the opportunity to visit Italian law firms, which was also very exciting. As a
practicing lawyer, in 2014 I handled an arbitration before the ICC International Court
of Arbitration. Participating in the Certificate, kindly hosted by “Roma Tre University”
in Rome, helped me to improve my knowledge of international arbitration, domestic
arbitration in Italy, and to get new information concerning investment arbitration. Also,
I want to thank the Coordinators who organized this program for a great opportunity
to take part in such interesting and educational event. I highly recommend Certificate
for potential participants – you will obtain detailed and very structured information
about arbitration. In addition, you will see one of the most beautiful cities in the world!

imona rino
Research Assistant at Roma Tre University
The Certificate in International Commercial and Investment Arbitration was a very
interesting experience for me. It’s extremely useful not only for practitioners of
international arbitration who want to deepen their skills, but also for young students
interested in this topic, approaching it for the first time, just like me. The main
strength of this course is the possibility of interacting with excellent academics and
practitioners; lessons are very well structured and managed and the program also
includes lectures, simulations and workshops. I highly recommend interested students
and lawyers to take advantage of this opportunity, you won’t regret it!
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artina runetti
Roma Tre Law Degree 2014
I have been interested in international arbitration since I have attended the first class
as student, three years ago. Since then I have participated to several conferences and
seminars regarding different topics of international arbitration. My interest to deepen
the knowledge in international arbitration led me to participate to the first edition of
the Certificate on International Commercial and Investment Arbitration at University
of Roma Tre, which is one of the few Italian Universities offering these international
courses. I must say I was pleasantly surprised by the topics covered and, above all, by
the high-quality lecturers that came from all over the world.
I highly recommend to both students and professionals to participate to the second
edition of the certificate not only for the very interesting subject, as international
arbitration is, but also for the exclusive opportunity to meet the best practitioners of
the international arbitration world and to ask them questions, further information or
just curiosities.

iulia omana

ele

Roma Tre Law Student
I was very pleased to know that Roma Tre was going to held its second edition of the
Certificate in International Commercial and Investment Arbitration this year. Indeed
the Certificate was a truly excellent one. And I tell you this as a person who before
attending the Certificate knew little or nothing of International Arbitration.
The Certificate was held by the most prominent practitioners in the field and it was
exciting to get to know them and having the chance to see the subject trough their
eyes. Although the high-level of each session, the lectures and the presentations were
so well structured that everything was clear to me. And even so, whether some doubts
were left, or some clarification needed, each speaker was more than willing to answer
and very happy to turn the matter inside out. I highly recommend this Certificate both
to people who wants to approach for the first time the field of International Arbitration
and to people already practicing in International Arbitration who wants to deepen their
knowledge. This Certificate is a not to be missed chance.

imona cipioni
Roma Tre Law Degree 2015
I participated in the first edition of the Certificate. It was structured as a five-day
intensive course and it was aimed at introducing participants to international
commercial and investment arbitration. The course covered the main topics related to
the complex world of arbitration explained by experienced practitioners from different
jurisdictions. All the lectures were engaging and I gain a deeper knowledge of the
different topics that were developed. What I really liked was that all the theory that was
taught was discussed in a very contemporary way, merging the technical knowledge
with real situations of that specific topic, which is uncommon for an Italian University.
A part from the lectures, what I enjoyed the most was the possibility of networking
and thus exchange comments, views and advice with the lecturers and the other
participants. In my opinion, the Certificate is suitable both for law students and for
legal practitioners interested in arbitration who wish to gain knowledge and skills that
will allow them to pursue a career in this field.
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